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IN A WORLDWHEREnearly everyone works for a living, Aruna
Ranganathan explores the many facets of labor: the satisfaction it
can bring, how it affects the economic decisions we make, and our
emotional attachment to what we do. An associate professor of
organizational behavior at Stanford GSB, Ranganathan is creating
research with low-income workers in India that's breaking new
ground in the study of the ways people identify with their work.
Her findings - the idea that work can be inherently enjoyable
and a source of fulfillment - may change the way we think about
earning a living.
Ranganathan spent an international childhood in India, the Middle
East, and Singapore, and traces her interest in labor to one autumn
when she was a middle-schooler in New Delhi. It was the season of
Diwali, the festival of lights, and she had just learned that the fireworks
factory near her school employed children.
"Here I was at age 12 or 13going to school and enjoying learning, while
nearby there were children my age leading very different lives, who
spent the whole day working," she recalls. "I think it was the fust time I
thought about what it meant to work."
Ranganathan followed her interest to the Sauder School of Business
at the University of British Columbia in Vancouver, where she studied
human resources and labor relations. She received an MS from Cornell
University's School of Industrial and Labor Relations in 2008, and an
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Whenaskedwhat she'sbeenlistening to or readingor
watchingduring the pandemic,Ranganathanreplied,"I've
beenlistening to the 'Daily Calm' byTamaraLevittalmost
everymorning onthe Calm app.It's 10 minutes long andhas
helpedmefind strengthin these difficult times."

MS/PhD in management from MIT's
Sloan School of Management in 2014.
Her desire to expand her study of work
in India's developing economy led her to
join the faculty at Stanford GSB. "I felt
that at Stanford I'd have the intellectual
freedom to pursue my research interests,
even though my agenda was atypical for a
business school professor," she says.
It was at MIT that Ranganathan began
studying the highly skilled but low-paid
workforce of Indian plumbers, who were
almost exclusively members of a single
ethnic group from eastern India.
"That was my first research project
where I began to explore the tension
between meaning and money," Ranganathan says. "I remember being fascinated
by how strongly their identity was tied
to being a plumber from Orissa - and to
being part of a broader community. It was
a core part of who they were."
One day, while exploring India's
handicraft markets, Ranganathan noticed
something odd. Artisans were discounting their goods for her - a visitor from
abroad - while quoting higher prices to
her local assistant. Her subsequent eightmonth research project in the southern
Indian city of Channapatna showed
that artisans, even very poor ones, felt
enormous emotional attachment to their
creations and cared deeply where those
items ended up.
Her unexpected findings had to stand
up to some skepticism, says her mentor,
Susan Silbey, a professor of sociology and
anthropology at MIT.
"This is counterintuitive, counter to
common economic theory - that you
charge what the market will bear," says
Silbey. "'Labor of love' is something that
philosophers and novelists might write
about, but we did not have a great deal of
systematic, empirical evidence for how
prevalent it is - until Aruna wrote about
it. And at first, people didn't believe her;
they were too rational, too economic. But
when she did her experiment, she proved
it perfectly." - BethJensen
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Toread our full article about
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